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1. Introduction
We consider a decomposable Galton-Watson process (GW process, for
short) which contains no supercritical class and at least one critical or final class,
that is, such a process for which the mean matrix has the Perron-Frobenius
root p—l. The principal object of the present paper is to prove several limit
theorems for the most general decomposable GW processes with p = l , and
among others, give a new characterization of the limit distributions. Some of
the main results were announced in [9].
Let us begin with the classification of multitype GW processes. Let Z(n)=
{Zi[n))ι^i^d be a d-type GW process and M=(m))ι<itj^d its mean matrix. Type
/ is said to be accessible from type / if mι/{n\ the (i,j) component of Mn9 is pos-
itive for some w^O. This relation is written as i-*j. If i-*j and /->i, then
/ and/ are said to communicate with each other. This relation is written as /<->
/. Since <-» is an equivalence relation, we can decompose the set of types {1, 2,
•••, d} into the equivalence classes Cly C2, •••, CN. Accessibility is a class pro-
perty, i.e., if i->j for some i^C
a
 a n d / £ C
β
, then i'-*j' for all i'^C
a
 and / ' e
Cβ. The relation Ca-^Cβ is simply written as β<a(β<a if /3φα) and accessi-
bility thus induces a partial order on the classes C
u
 C2, •••, CN. The process
Z(ή) is said to be indecomposable (resp. decomposable) if 7V=1 (resp. N^2).
Set Mβ=(mtj)iGCcύ,; ecβ Then, by definition, each Maa is irreducible. As in
most of the references we assume that each M* is positively regular, i.e., irredu-
cible and aperiodic. We denote, by p
Λ
, the maximal eigenvalue of M*. The
class C
Λ
 is said to be supercritical if p
Λ
> l and subcritical if /o
Λ
<l. When p
Λ
=
1, C
a
 is said to be final (resp. critical) if the generating function Fi(s)y f£C Λ , are
linear with respect to s\ i^C* (resp. otherwise).
The limit theorems for decomposable GW processes with p=max{p1,ρ2> "•>
pN} = l have been studied by several authors. The central problems for such
processes are concerned with the limit distributions of random vectors of the
form
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aβ(ri)(1.1)
where Zβ(n)=(Zi(ή))iGCβy l^β^N, are the subvectors of Z(n) on Cβ, En is a
conditioning on Z(n) and a
β
(ή)y l^β^Ny are certain normalizing sequences.
Let ^'=(0, * ,0,1,0, * ,0), where the i'th component is 1 and the others are 0,
and let P
e
» be the measure of the process such that Pj[Z(Q)=e?]=l. Consider
the process starting at Z(0)=e\ i^C
Λ
. Unless β^ay Zβ(ή)=0 for every n^O.
Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that
(1.2) Z(0) = e\i<=CNy and β<Nfor any
We now list some of those results obtained in the references. Provisionally,
lim X(n) means the limit of random vectors X(ri) in distribution. First we state
n-*oo
two unconditioned limit theorems.
[A] (Polin [6]). N=2 and 1<2 with C
λ
 a critical class and C2 a final class.
In this case lim {n~ιZ
λ
(ri)y Z2(n)) exists and its components are independent. The
n-*oo
limit distribution is given explicitly.
[B] (Foster and Ney [2]). {Cly »-yCN} is linearly ordered; 1 < 2 < ••• <N.
(Note that the order is converse with that of [2].) C
a
 is critical for αΦiV and CN
is a one-type final class. Under these assumptions, lim {n~N+1Z1(ή)y 'yn~1ZN_1
(n)y ZN(n)} exists and is non-degenerate. The Laplace transform of the limit
distributions is characterized by means of some semi-linear partial differential
equation.
Next we state two conditioned limit theorems.
[C] (Foster and Ney [2]). As before, 1 < 2 < — <N. Every C* is critical.
In this case, the non-degenerate limit of {n~NZ1(ή)y -"yn~ιZN(ri) \ZN(ri)^Q} exists
and the limit distributions are characterized in a way similar to that in [B].
[D] (Ogura [5]). {Cly , CN) contains no final class but may not be linearly
ordered. Under this assumption, lim {n~1Z1(n)y ,n~ιZN(ri) \ Z(n) φ0} exists and
the limit distribution is determined by some recurrence formula with respect to
the partial order < . In this case, however, the support of the limit distributions
are relatively small.
We extend all the above results to the most general GW processes with
p = l . Theorem 2.3 contains [A] and [B]. Theorem 2.4 contains [C] and,
together with Theorem 2.5, solves the conjecture in [2]. Theorem 10.1 genera-
lizes [C] and [D] (and bridges them). The characterization of the limit dis-
tributions in Theorem 2.3 to Theorem 2.5 seems to be new (see [E] below) and
the recurrence formula in Theorem 10.1 is simpler than that in [5].
All the main results of this paper heavily depend on Theorem 2.1 which
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we shall call the fundamental limit theorem. Unlike the limit theorems mentioned
above, this theorem and Theorem 2.2 are concerned with the limit of random
vectors of the form
(1.3)
aβ(n)
where Y(ή) is the sum of //-independent copies of Z(ή), Yβ(n) is the subvectors
of Y(ή) on C
β
 and E
n
 is a conditioning on Γ(n). In the simplest case, Theorem
2.1 and 2.2 are specialized as follows;
[E] As in [B], K 2 < <iV. Every C
Λ
 is critical or final, i.e., ρ
Λ
=ί for
a= 1,2, ,N. Then, for every t>0, the limit of
(1.4) {iΓ'ΓiίM), -,n-*YN{[ni\))
is non-degenerate. The logarithmic Laplace transform y}r(t, λ) of the limit dis-
tribution of (1.4) is the solution of a first order ordinary differential equation in t
having λ as a parameter. Moreover if CN is critical, a similar result is valid for
the limit of conditioned random vectors {n~NY1([nt])y •••, n~ιYN([ni\) \ YN([nt])=
0}.
The main results are summarized in section 2. Their proofs are given in
sections 6 to 9. The basic tools in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and 2.3 are the
expansion formulas on generating function and an exponential formula on infinite
products of matrices which are close to the mean matrix. This exponential
formula will be proved in section 4. Standard expansion formulas are given
in section 5 and a special expansion formula at a final class in section 8. The
normalized limit M* of products of the mean matrix which is introduced in
section 3 is useful for the characterization of limit distributions. Some part in
the original proof of the limit theorems was much simplified by making use of
general results on logarithmic Laplace transform. This was suggested by T.
Watanabe. Above all, Lemma 7.2 and its application to conditioned limit
theorems are due to him. In section 10 we shall extend Theorem 2.4 and 2.5
by the method of Ogura [5]. Finally a few examples will be given in section
11.
Acknowledgements. I would like to express my sincere thanks to Professor
T. Watanabe for his valuable advices in the course of completing this work.
Some of his contributions have been mentioned previously. Most of the re-
sults were improved by his advices. Especially he pointed out the fundamental
role of Theorem 2.1 whose original version was Lemma 8.1 (i) and which I
had taken as an auxiliary result for the proof of Theorem 2.3, and suggested
the author to reduce all the other limit theorems to Theorem 2.1. The probabi-
listic interpretation of Theorem 2.1. is also due to him.
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2. The main results
The process we consider in this paper is the following;
(A.I) For each α,M* is positively regular,
(A.2) p=max {ply -~,pN} = 1, that is, there is at least one critical or final class,
(A.3) For each critical class C
Λ
, Σ Ej[Zj(l)Zk(l)]<oo,
(A.4) a < N for every a Φ N.
Assumption (A.4) is no essential restriction for our purpose as was mentioned
previously. We do not impose any further assumption besides Theorem 2.5
and 10.1.
We define the degree of relationship v(βya) between classes CΛ and Cβ\
( max #{ί; p
Λ
. = 1} if β<a ,
(2.1) p(β, a) = iβ=a1<a2<' '<ak=a
I —1 otherwise,
and
(2.2) p{a) = p(a,N).
Since each MΛ
Λ
 is positively regular, there exist uniquely a positive row
vector v
Λ
=(Vi)ieCΛ and a positive column vector u<*=(ui)it=c<» such that
(2.3) vJΛl = P«v
a9 M«Λu« = pΛu« and
If / ° Λ = 1 , we define
(2.4) ^ - = 4 -
2 ifjt
In section 3, we shall show the following fact (see Theorem 3.1); for each i
there exists
(2.5) lim
 n
-^>*)+ιm)>w =
 π
and m*}>0 if v(βya)^\. We define for β^ίa,
(Z.O) a
a
j = {v{pyOC)—I) 2Δ Viift j
(2.7) *-.y = .Σ«<«*J
(2.8) 4 = ,Σ»*y
Let λ'^ίλ1)^/^,/ denote a vector in Λi.
Theorem 2.1 (Fundamental limit theorem).
Let C
Λ
 be a critical or final class and i^C
Λ
. Then we have
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(2.9) lim n{\-£
e
.[exp(- Σ Σ »~v < M )λ%(
β ^ j C
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(2.10)
where ψ
Λ
(t, λ) w ίfe solution of
t, λ) = -5«ψ«(*> λ)2+ Σ Σ a*j\W>-2,
0,λ) = Σ Σ *-.;*'•
exρ(—-v|r
α
(ί,λ)) w ίAe Laplace transform of an infinitely divisible distribution.
Theorem 2.2. L ^ C* be a critical class and ί e C
β
. 7%en w^ Aαz e
(2.11) lim/z(l-£4exp(-Σ Σ n~^^VZ^[nt])^ (Zj([nt]))j(ΞCΛ = 0])
= ψj(ί, λ)β', ί>0,
(2.12) lim«£
e
.[l-exp(-Σ Σ «-
β ^ j C
(2.13)
and y
a
(t, λ) is the solution of
4
rt(f, λ ) ,
( 2 1 4 )
v
a
(t, λ) = - , λ ) 2 - ^  %(ί, λ)
M> ) = o.
relations of ψ
ay ψ% and ηΛ are given by
(2.15) Ψ (
(2.16) ψ ϊ(ί, λ) =
(2.17) tB
Λ
{γZ{t, λ)-ψ,(f, λ)) = \-tB
Λ
(ψ
Λ
(t, \)-
= exp(-B
exp (—*>?«>(£, λ)) is ίΛβ Laplace transform of an infinitely divisible distribution.
With the help of the above theorems we can obtain the limit theorems for
the processZ(ή) withZ(0)=e\i^CN, under certain normalization which depends
on the degree of relationship v(β) for each class Cβ. We first give an uncon-
t, λ))
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ditioned limit theorem when CN is a final class.
Theorem 2.3. Let CN be a final class. Set D(l)= {/eCV, v(a)^2}> D(2)
; v(a)=1} and έ/f =#D(ί), i= 1,2.
(2.18) lim E
e
i[txp(- Σ Σ n" v c β ) +VZ y(ιι))] = G(λ);
β \JGC
the limit is independent of i. G(K) can be decomposed as follows]
(2.19) G(λ) = ^ ( ^ ^ ( λ ) ,
(2.20) G
x
{\) = G
ι
((\t)ieD(ύ)9 G2(λ) = G2((\%D(2)),
(2.21) G
x
(k)= Π G 1 > α(λ).
( ) 2
G2(λ) is the Laplace transform of a probability measure on Zί*. Each GχΛ(λ)
is the Laplace transform of an infinitely divisible distribution on R^ and can be ex-
pressed as follows
(2.22) G1>a(λ) = e x p ( - * J % ( s , X)ds),
Jo
where
(2.23) ca
and ψrt is the solution of
dt
(2.24)
Σ
We next give two conditioned limit theorems according as CN is critical or
subcritical.
Theorem 2.4. Let CN be a critical class and i^CN. Then we have
(2.25) lim ^ [ e x p ( - Σ Σ fΓV(p)λ>Z,.(fi)) |(Z y(ιι)) y 6 C j,Φ0] =
β \jC
the limit is independent of i. H(X) is the Laplace transform of an infinitely
divisible distribution on Rί and can be represented as follows
(2.26)
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Theorem 2.5. Let CN be a subcritίcal class andi^CN. Set
(2.27) A
x
 = {a; v{a) = 0 or v{ά) = 1,
 PΛ = 1} .
Assume that the set A
x
 has no final class. Then we have
(2.28) lim £
e
. [exp(- Σ Σ «"V ( S )λ%(M)) | ((Z y (»)) y e C ,) β e j l i Φ0] = H,(k).
Hi(X) is the Laplace transform of a probability measure on Rί andean be represented
as follows \
(2.29) Hi(\) = ( Σ cllB.)-1)-1
() l
φ
Λ
(t, λ) ίί ίfe solution of (2.24)
(2.30) γ;(f, λ) - lim ψ
Λ
(t, λ) .
ψa(t, λ) is represented as follows;
(2.31) #Γ(f, λ) =
αΛere η
a
(t, λ) is the solution of
(2.32)
3. The normalized limit M* of products of the mean matrix
Let M={m))^itj^d be the mean matrix. Let Mn=(m)^n)) and (Mn)%=
(^y'(n)) t ecα»,yecβ Then (M n )£=(M2) n . In this section we study the asymptotic
behavior of Mn.
The following lemma is well known (see [7]).
Lemma 3.1. Let M% be a positively regular matrix. Then there exists uni-
quely a positive row vector v<Λ=(vi)iξΞc<Λ and a positive column vector ua=(ui)i(ΞcΛ
such that
(3.1) v
a
M% = P«v
ay Mtu
Λ
 = P«u* and Σ u% = Σ *>«• =
Set
(3.2) P% =
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(3.3) (MZ)n = plPZ+O{pn) for some 0<P<PΛ .
The mean matrix M=(M%)
ι
^4Λβ^N satisfies the condition that Mβ=O unless
β<a. If L=(Lβ) also satisfies the same condition, then
N
(3.4)
r=i
From this we have
(3.5) (Mn)Λ
β
 = O unless β£a,
(3.6) (Mn)t = Σ {M»-ι)«Ml = Σ M«{M«-ι)l for
A more useful form is
(3.7) (Mn)»
β
=
n
γ
k
n-l
Σ
if /3<α and n^ϊ .
Theorem 3.1. Let β ^a. Then the following statements are valid;
( i ) // v(βy α)=0, then there exists 0<p< 1 such that
(3.8) (M*)2
and hence
(3.9)
(ii) If v(β, a) ^  1, ί/ww ίA r^^  βjαsίJ a finite M**
β
 > O such that
(3.10) lim ίΓv<3 rt>+1(MΛ)£ = M*2 .
(iii) Let ρ
a
= 1 z/ v(β9 a)=l and β< a,
(3.11) M*? = Σ Σ P*«M«(M%
kop^«
(3.12) M*«
β
 = (v(β, a)-\yι Σ P*«M»M*l
£<
(iv)
(3.13)
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REMARK. M*l=P% if p«= 1.
Proof. We shall prove this theorem by induction with respect to the partial
order < . First we shall show (i). If a is a minimal element, then p < l and
a=β. In this case, (3.8) is clear by Lemma 3.1. We have to show (3.8) assum-
ing (Mn)l=O(pn) for any β<<γ<a with v(β, <γ)=0. But by (3.7) we have
where max (p
Λ
, p ) < ρ < l . Positivity of (3.9) follows from the definition of the
partial order < .
Next we shall show (ii), (iii) and (iv) simultaneously. If a is a minimal
element, then p
a
 =1 and β=a. (3.10) is clear by Lemma 3.1. For general α,
we have to show (3.10) assuming that limn- v^Y ) + 1(M*)2=M*2>0 for any β<
7<a with z>(/3,γ)^l. If ρ
a
=l and v(β,a)=l, then */(/?,γ)=0 for any β<Ly<
a. By (3.7), (3.8) and Lemma 3.1, we have
P*«M«{Mk)l.
This proves (3.11). Positivity follows from (3.9), P*>0 and M ? Φ θ for some
β<y<a. If p
a
=l and v(βya)^2, then v(βya)=rnax v(β,y)+l. Then by
(3.7) we have
lim τΓV(/
1
= lim Σ
= lim Σ ( n =^=
n-*ook=0 fl \ n
Σ
which proves (3.12). Positivity follows from P«
Λ
>0,M*l>0 and M ? Φ θ for
some β<Ύ<a with z/(/3,γ)=z>(/3,α)—1. If p
Λ
< 1 and v(β,a)^ 1, then z>(/3,α)
= max v(β,y). By (3.7) we have
β^<
lim n-^
= lim "ϊ]
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-1 / I, 1\V(S,Λ)-1
2 Σ (Mi)kM°Jttl*=l) MΠ
This proves (3.13). Positivity follows from (I-Mtyι>O,M*l>O and M* Φ θ
for some β<^<a with v{βyrγ)=v{β,ά).
4. Infinite products of matrices close to the mean matrix
In this section we shall establish some general results on infinite products
of matrices close to the mean matrix. The exponential formula (4.12) or, more
generally, (4.26) is a basic tool for the proof of Theorem 2.3 and has its own
interest. For any sequence {M(n)}tt^0 of matrices and n^m, we make the follow-
ing convention;
n n—m
(4.1) Π M(k) = Π M(n-k) = M(n)M(n-l)-M(nή .
k=m k=0
m-\
We shall also define Π M(k)=I (the identity matrix).
k=m
Lemma 4.1. Let M% be a positively regular matrix with p<A= 1 and {a(n)} n^
a sequence of positive integers going to infinity. Assume that the matrices
n^i ond {M%(k)}
 k>0 satisfy the following conditions)
(4.2)
(4.3) lim Mi(k, n) = Mt{k)^M2y k^O ,
(4.4) Σ
Then there exists a row vector w
a
 such that
(4.5) lim "U (M:-MZ(k, n)) = lim "fί (MZ-M%k))
«-»oo & = 0 «->oo ^ = 0
= lim Π (Mi-MZ(k)) = W®w
a
 .
«->oo ^ = 0
Proof. To be short we omit the suffix a. First we shall show the last equ-
n-l
ality of (4.5). Set L
n
= Π (M—M(k)) and c(k)=max {m)(k){m))-ι\ ij
> 0}. Then by (4.4) we get
(4.6) ΣM
£=0
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n + rn—1
Since (ί-c(k))M^M-M(k)^My we have ( Π (l-c(k)))MmLn^Lm+n^MmLn.
k=n
Therefore by Lemma 3.1,
(4.7) (Π (l-c(k))) {PL
n
))^ lim {L
n
))^ lim (LB)^{PL n)).
CO
Since lim Π (l—c(k))=l by (4.6), there exists Q= lim L
n
. By (4.7) we get
Q=PQ=(u®v)Q=u®vQ. Setting w=vQ9 we have the last equality of (4.5).
The second equality in (4.5) is obvious.
The first equality of (4.5) follows from the following inequality;
(4.8) O ^ Π {M-M{k, ft))-"]! (M-M(k))
= Σ ( "it (M-M(/))) (M(k)-M(K n)) (U(M~M(ly n)))kOlk+l /=0
a(n)
^ 2 MaW-k(M(k)-M(k, n))Mk,
A?=0
because the last display goes to zero with n by assumption (4.3) and (4.4).
Lemma 4.2. Let Mί be a positively regular matrix with p
Λ
=l and {a(ή)}
n
^
ι
a sequence of positive integers going to infinity. Assume that the matrices {M%(k,
),n i^ satisfy the following conditions;
(4.9)
(4.10) lim ^ max v
a
M*(k, ri)u« = 0 ,
and there exists a finite limit
a{n)
(4.11) lim Σ
Then we have
(4.12) \imaπ(M:-M*
Λ
(k,n)) =
Proof. As before we omit the suffix a. Set
(4.13) Q(m,n)=Π(M-M(k,n)), q(m, n) = vQ(m, n)u.
k—m
To show (4.12), it suffices to prove the following two relations;
(4.14) lim 2(2L?) == P =
w->oo ^ ( 0 , n)
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(4.15) " lim q(0, n) = e~'w.
Since lim Mn=u®v>0, there exists a sequence of positive numbers {r
n
}
such that
(4.16) limrM = 0 and (l-rn)u®v^Mn^{l+rn)u®v .
»-»oo
Set 5,,= max max {mUk, tήfa})'1; m^>0}. Then we have
(4.17) (ί-8
n
)M^M-M(k, n)^M, 0^k^a(n), n^ί ,
and by (4.10),
(4.18) lim δ
Λ
 == 0 .
n-*oo
First we shall prove (4.14). Let m be fixed arbitrarily and set R(myn)=
a(n)—m
Π (M~M(k,n)). By (4.16) and (4.17) we have
k=m
, n) ((l-S
n
)m(l-r
m
)u®v)
v)R(m, n) ((l+r
a
)u®v).
It then follows that
(4.19) (1 -B
n
)2m(ί -r
m
)\vR(m, n)u)u®v
(4.20) (l-δ
n
y»(l-r
m
yvR(m, n)u^q(0, n)£{l+r
m
)2vR(m, n)u .
Hence we get
ρ(0^)^ (i+r
m
γ
- (0 ) ~ ( l δ ^ l j 2 ^(l+rm)2 - q(0, n) ~ ( l -
Then letting n-^-oo and m->ooy we obtain (4.14).
Next we shall prove (4.15). Set
(4.21) u{k,n) = Q^-u.
q(k, n)
If we can show that
(4.22) lim max max \u'(k,n)\ = 0,
then (4.15) is proved as follows. By (4.13) we have
q(0, n) = q{\, n)-vM(0, n)Q(ί, n)u
q(l, n)
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a(n)-\
= (l-vM(a(n),n)u) Π (l-vM(k,n)(u+u(k+l,n))).
k=o
Then by (4.22), log (1— r)=— r-\-O(r2) and the assumptions of this lemma we
obtain (4.15);
lim log q(0y n)
a(n)-l
= lim{log(l-ι;M(έi(ιi),ιι)ιι)+ S log(l-vM(k,ή)(u+u(k+l,n)))}
«(n)- l
= - l im {vM(a(n)y n)u+ Σ vM(k, n)u)
It remains to prove (4.22). Let m be fixed and consider two cases; k^
—m or k>a(n)—m. If k^a(n)—m, then by (4.16) and (4.17),
( l-δ.)-(l-r.) (u®v)Q(k+m, n)u^Q(k, n)u^(ί+r
m
) (u®v)O(k+m, n)u
Hence
(1—8
u
)m(ί—r
m
)q(k+m, ή)u^Q(k, ή)u^(l+r
m
)q(k+m, n)u,
(ί-S
n
)a(l-r
m
)q(k+m, n)^q(k, π)^(
Then
q(k,n)
and therefore
(4.23)
If &>α(ra)—ίw, then by (4.17) we get
Then
) ( l δ )
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and therefore
(4.24) \u\ky n) I ^ ( T ^ - ^ T S - ( 1 - A k>a(n)-my IΪΞCΛ .
By (4.23) and (4.24) we get
ΰ™ . ™* . P^x \AK n)I ^ ( 1 ^ - ! = ^ ) pax n'.
Letting m->oo we obtain (4.22).
Combining the above two lemmas, we have
Lemma 4.3. Let MΛ
Λ
 be a positively regular matrix with p
Λ
=ί and {a(n)}
a sequence of positive integers going to infinity. Let {M*'(0(β, «)} 0^^ω ,«^ i,
ί = l , 2 , and {M^'i2\k)}
 k^Q be those matrices satisfying the following conditions;
{AC (1)(M)} satisfy the conditions in Lemma 4.2, {M^2\k,n)} and {MΛ
a
Λ2\k)\
satisfy the conditions in Lemma 4.1 and
(4.25) O^M«
Λ
>(ι\ky n)+MΛΛ'V\k} n)^M«, 0^k^a(ή)
Then we have
a(n)
(4.26) lim Π (M"
Λ
-M"
a
'M(k, n)-M%<2\k, n)) = <Γ«
W->oo k = 0
where
(4.27) c{a) = lim Σ
(4.28) ιr
Λ
 = D
β
. lim Π {M*
Λ
-M«
Λ
>«\k)).
m-X
M(k, ή) = Λf W(ft, »)+M(2)(Λ, n), L(m, n) = Π (M-M(A,«)),
* 0
Proof. As before we omit the suffix a. Fix m arbitrarily and set
(+•29) ^ _*(„)
 M_M ^ ^ _ain)
k=m k—m
Then we have
a(n)
(4.30) Π (M-M(ky n)) = Q(my n)L(my n),k=o
rn-l
(4.31) lim L(tn, n) = Π (M-J
By Lemma 4.2,
(4.32)
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and by a calculation similar to (4.8),
(4.33) o^ρ<v>»)-β(«.«)
=
Λ
Σ ( " π (M-M(/, n)))MV\k, n) ( Π ( M - M <•>(/, »)))
^ Σ M"w-kM<-2\k, ή)Mk-m .
Hence
(4.34) e-'WP) ^  fiin £}(m, n)^ lim ρ}(ifi, n)
CO
Since lim Σ M ( 2 )(^)=O, it follows from (4.31) and (4.34) that
lim Π (M-M(k, n)) = lim lim Q(m, n)L{m, n)
=
 ^ w p . l i m Π (M-
Finally we shall generalize Theorem 3.1. This lemma will be often used
in later sections.
Lemma 4.4. Let a be fixed and {a(n)} a sequence of positive integers going
to infinity. Assume that {M(k, rc)}0<^a(n),«^i satisfy
(4.35) O^M^k, n)^M$for any β, γ ^ α and 0^k^a(ή), n ^ l ,
(4.36) lim max m)(k, n) = 0 for any i>j e [} Cγ ,
(4.37) lim Σ M](k9 n) = O for anyj^a with py = 1 .k0
Then, for any Ύ^β^a, the following statements are valid.
(i) Ifv(
Ύ
,β)=O,then
m
(4.38) lim ( Π {M-M(k, w)))? = (Mm+% m ^  0 ,
k0
(4.39) lim : Σ Y Π ( M - M ( / , n)))? = Σ (M»)? .
n—ook=0 1=0 fe=0
(ii) Ifv{j,β)^\,then
(4.40) lim α(»)-^v p>+1( Π (M—M(k,«)))? =
Proof. (4.38) is obvious and (4.39) follows from (3.8), (4.38) and the
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dominated convergence theorem. We next prove (4.40). In fact we shall
show the following relation by induction; if v(y, /?)^1, then for any b(n)^a(ή)
such that lim b(n)=°°,
(4.41) lim b(n)-^ β)+\ Π (M-M(k, »)))? = M*βy .
W->oo k = 0
If β is a minimal element, then pβ=l and β=7. In this case, (4.41) is nothing
but (4.12) in Lemma 4.2 (c(β)=0). For general β(<a), we have to show (4.41),
c(n)
assuming that lim c{n)-^>h)+\ Π (M-M(k, n)))?=M*? for any 7 ^ δ < / 3 with
W->oo £ = 0
P(Ύ, δ ) ^ 1 and any c(n)^a(n) with lim c(if)= °°. This is proved in a way similar
to the proof of Theorem 3.1 by using, instead of (3.7), the following formula;
m
(4.42) ( Π Q ( M - M ( M ) ) ) ?
m m
= Σ Σ ( Π (Mg-ilfg(/,n)))(Λff-Mff(m-ft,n))
m-k-1
( Π ( M -
1=0
For example, if pβ<l and *>(7,/3)^l, then we have
b(n)
lim %)- v( γ 'β ) + 1( Π (M
^ o
where the last equality is due to (3.13) in Theorem 3.1. The cases when
Pβ=l,z>(γ,/3)=:1 and ρ
β
=l,v(rγ,β)'^2 are proved similarly.
5. An auxiliary limit theorem
Let v be a nonnegative integer and i^Cβ,β^a. An important step for
the fundamental limit theorem is to estimate
(5.1) I - M « P ( - Σ Σ n-V(Y β)-v+VzχΛ))].
<βjC
Let -X" be a random vector taking values in i?+. The Laplace transform
and the logarithmic Laplace transform of X (or the distribution of -X") are de-
fined by
d for
- -log £ [exp ( - Σ
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We need the following facts from the general theory of Laplace transform.
L e m m a 5.1. Let {X'(n)} be a sequence of random vectors taking values in
Rd+ and {a(n)) a sequence of positive numbers increasing to infinity,
d
(i) // {a(n) Σ E[Xi(n)]} is bounded, then
ί = l
(5.2) ψ
n
(λ) = a(ή) (1 -£[exp(- Σ λ%(n))])
is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous in λ on compact subsets of Rd+.
d
(ii) The sequence (5.2) is convergent if and only if 2?[exp(—Σ V-Y, (rt))]β(ll) is
ί = l
convergent. In this case, the limit
d
(5.3) ψ(λ) = lim a(ή) ( l - £ [ e x p ( - Σ λ%(n))])
d
= - lim a(ή) log £[exp(~Σ λ%(n))]
is the logarithmic Laplace transform of an infinitely divisible distribution on Rd+, if
ψ(K) is continuous. Then the convergence of (5.3) is uniform on compact sets of Rd+,
so that for λM-^λ we have
(5.4) ψ(λ) = lim a(n) (1 - £ [ e x p ( - Σ λ^(n))]).
n-*oo i=l
(iii) Given a continuous function ψ(X) on Rd+ with i|r(0)=0, suppose that (5.3)
holds for λ such that V>0 for all i. Then, (5.3) holds for any λ<=Rd+ and hence
the conclusions of (ii) are valid.
We shall give several estimates of (5.1).
Lemma 5.2. Let f E C
Λ
, ^ 0 and t>0. Then there exists c>0 and 0 < p < l
such that
(5.5) l - £
e
. [ exp(-Σ Σ *
Σ λ'"+cfΓv+1p* Σ
C ()
Proof. Since 1—exp(—r)^r on R+, we have
(5.6) 1 - M e x p ( - Σ Σ !*-**•>-v+1λ'Z/*))]
^ Σ Σ w-
V(γ α )
-
v + 1
λ
 f £
e
. [Z ; (^)]
r^ajeCy
= Σ Σ »'
t ( W )
"
ϊ +Vm; (l)
ύ j C
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By Theorem 3.1, there exists c>0 and 0<ρ<l such that for any k^O and j
ί
m)t{k)^cpk if *>(γ, a) = 0 ,
m
i
j'
ik)
^c(k+iy(%oi)'1 if v(y9 a) ^  1 .
(5.5) is an easy consequence of (5.6) and (5.7).
Lemma 5.3. Let β^a,i^Cβ,v^0 and t>0.
(i) If pβ=l, then there exists c>0 such that
(5.8) l-2?
e
.[exp(-Σ Σ n^"^
(ii) If pβ<l, then there exists c>0 and 0<p<l
(5.9) l -
-
v(β Λ)
-
v
 Σ Σ x'+c«- v<p-a )- v +y Σ Σ λ
β)^lJC i/(r,/9)=0/eCγ
Proof. For any y^Lβ^a, we have
(5.10) »'(7,/9)+i'(frα)^i'('y>
(5.11) K(y»/8)+"(/s»α)^I'(<)r»α) if Pβ < 1 •
Therefore
-»(y, ^ - v + l ^ - K r , β)-(v(β, a)+v-l)+l if p
β
 = 1
if pp< i
Hence we obtain (5.8) (resp. (5.9)) by taking v(β,a)+p—1 (resp. v(/S,α)+i') for
v in (5.5).
Theorem 5.1. Let i^C
a
,v^2 and lim\=λ. Then
(5.12) lίm» v(l-^[exp(-Σ3 Σ «"V(γ>
= Σ Σ w*^^^-
1
, ί>o.
Before the proof of this theorem, we derive some expansion formulas on ge-
nerating function. Let / be a finite index set and O^s*^l,x, E Z + for fe/. For
s=(si)ieI and x=(Xi)iei> s* means Π (ί1")*'- Let p*(x) be the transition function
of Z(w) and F(s) be the generating function;
F(8) = (F'(
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Let F(n:s)=(Fi(n:s))1^i^d be the n-th. iteration of F(s), i.e.,
(5.13) F\n:s) = F\F(n-\:s)) = F\n-\:F(s)) =
We denote
(5.14) s* = (s%GC<Ai s<° "> = (s*)β<Λ, &i =
(5.15) X
Λ
= (Xi)ieca> x(o,<»)= (χβ)β<*, * ( O , Λ ] =
Then we may write
(5.16) sW = (s*'«\ s«), jc ( 0 > Λ ] = (JC(0 . ) , x
Unless β^aiPei[Zj(n)=O]=l for every i(ΞCΛyj<=Cβ and w^O. Therefore we
may write F*(n:s)=F*(n:s(°'*i).
Expanding F*(s) at 8 = 1 , we have
(5.17) 1«-F*(s) = l - F (β<P 3)
where
(5.18)
and
(5.19)
= Σ
Λ
/>'(χK { i-( 1 ( i ( 0 ' " ) -( i ( 0 ' β ) -s ( 0 Λ))?)ΛCO β Γ ( e ' ) c o * ^ ( s T Λ } .
We set
(5.20) M(s) =
Then by (5.17),
(5.21) l - F ( s ) = (M-M(s)) (1-β).
Therefore by induction we get
(5.22) l -F-(n:«) = ( Π {M«
a
-M*
a
{F{
Ά
-k:s)))) {l*-F*{n-l:s))
+ Σ Σ (Π (Λf:-M:(F(»-«:β)))) (ΛfS-Λί?(F(n-A:β))) (l'-F^n-*:«)),
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or
(5.23) l - F (n:«) = (U(Ma
a
-M:(F(k:s)))) (Γ-F*(l:s))
+ Σ W Σ ( nfί (
β«xk=l m=k+l
and
(5.24) 1-F(n:β) = (*Π (M-M(F(*:β)))) ( 1 - β ) .
Moreover we prepare an expansion formula which will be used in later sec-
tions. If C* is a final class, then F*(H°>»\ s«)=MZs«. Therefore
(5.25) M«
a
(s) = 0 if C
Λ
 is final.
If C
Λ
 is critical, the expansion of m)(sa) at s ^ l * leads us to
(5.26) m){s)=
k
where
(5.27) q/.k = i-
Z
(5.28) ?A(s) = ?/ t(O
= Σ /»'( jc)(^*-δ y Λ )
By (5.25) and (5.26) we obtain
(5.29) M:(8) = O( Σ (1-*•")) if P = 1 -
REMARK. Expansion formulas (5.17) and (5.26) are slightly different from
(and more convenient than) the standard ones (see, e.g., [5]).
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Lemma 5.1 (ii), it is enough to consider the
case λ
w
==λ. We denote eJJK)=((exp(-n'^'Λ)'y+1\%^}t^
Λ
. Then it follows
that
(5.30) £
e
.[exp(- Σ Σ n-^'«^+1X%(k))] = F'(k:e
u
(\))
for ί
By (5.24) we have
(5.31) 1«-F«([nt]:e
n
(λ))
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= Σ (ntjϊ\M~M(F(k:e
n
(\)))))t(l^eξ(\))
β^c k=0
= Σ +
KA<0=0 v
The first part Σ vanishes as n-*ooy for
l, by (5.7).( V
To evaluate the limit of the second part Σ > we shall apply Lemma 4.4 to
M(F(k:e
n
(λ))). Let β<a with p
β
=ί be fixed. If j<=C
β
, then by Lemma 5.3
(i) we get
(5.32) \-F\k:e
n
(X))
ί- Σ Σ n-** >
But since v^2 and v(β,a)^l, we have
\nt\
(5.33) lim Σ Mβ
β
(F(k:e
n
(λ))) = O for β^a with p
β
= l and t>0 .
«->OO & = 0
For eachyeCβ, β<a, it follows that
(5.34) lim max (1—F'(&:eM(λ))) = 0 β
In fact this follows from (5.32) if Pβ=l. If Pβ<l, (5.34) follows from Lemma
5.3 (ii) by the same method. Therefore
lim max mij(F(k:en(X))) = 0 for any i j ε U Cβ .
We can apply Lemma 4.4 (ii) to each term of 2 m (5.31);
(5.35) lim n\l°-F*([nt]: e
u
(X)))
n->oo
= lim
= "Σ
We have proved (5.12).
6. Proof of Theorem 2.1
Let us start with
Lemma 6.1. Let p
Λ
= 1. IfXJ>0 for any j e C*,
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1 - E
e
, [ e x p ( - Σ Σ n-%([]))](6.1) lim β^cejeCβ _ ,
*~~ Σ »,(1-M«P(- Σ Σ -W>\%([t]))]) U(EC, β^jC
t(=C
Λ
,t>0
Proof. Set
(6.2) β,(λ) =
Then (6.1) is equivalent to
(63) lim 1*(6 3)
 i ^ ^
Let Λ=[/ίί], /=0 and s=β
Λ
(λ) in (5.23). Then
[»f]-l
= ( Π (M"—M*J(6.4) l - ( [ ] . ( ) ) 
k=o
Σ ^ V i ϊ ί \M°
a
-M:{F(m:e
n
{\))))) {M*
β
-M*
β
(F(k:e
n
(\))))
β«xk=0 m=k+l
Since p
a
= 1 it follows that
by Lemma 5.2. (Note that {γ;z>(7,α)=0} is empty.) Hence by (5.29) we get
Ml(F(k: e
n
(λ)))=Oίw"1). Therefore there exists a > 0 such that
(6.5) M
By (6.4) and (6.5) we have
Since λ ' > 0 for j ' e C , we get
(6.6) Iimn2(l-Fi([nt]:e
κ
(λ)))= oo,/
On the other hand we claim that
(6.7) sup w 2 (l-^([^]:β
Λ
(λ)))<oo,yeC
β
, β<a .
If ρ
β
=l, then z>(/2,α)^2 and if p
β
< l , then ^(/?,α)^l. To see (6.7) it is enough
to take v=\ in Lemma 5.3.
By (5.22) we have
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(6.8) 1 * -
+ Σ Σ ( Π (ΛίΓ-Λί:(F([frt]-m:β,(λ)))))(Λf;-ΛfJί(F([jι<]-Λ:e,(λ))))
By (6.6) and (6.7),
(6.9)
which implies (6.3) by Lemma 5.2 of [5]. For the completeness, let us reproduce
the proof of Ogura [5]. By (6.5) we have
aY(M"Y l
v
a
{l°-F°([nt]-l:e
β
(\)))
W y l*-F«([nt]-l:eH(λ))
*'v
a
(l*-F*([nt]-l:e
n
{\)))
Therefore by Lemma 3.1,
(6.10) u'-cp'^ lim 4 τ A
ί<ΞC
β
, />0,0<p<l .
Since
1«-F«([nt]:e
n
(λ))
 =
+
we have
M - C 0 ' ^ lim l -
Letting /->oo, we obtain (6.3).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let e
n
(X) be the one in (6.2). We have to show
(6.11) lim n(Γ-F»([nt]:e
n
(λ))) = ^ ( * , \)u*9 t>0 .
By (5.7) and Lemma 5.1 (i), the sequence
{n(l-£4exp(- Σ Σ n-^XiZjdnt
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is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on compact subsets of Rd+. Therefore
it is enough to show (6.11) only for λ such that λ ; > 0 for ally. Set
(6.12) ψ
a
(l, n) = nv
a
(l«-F*(l:e
n
(λ))).
Then since v
a
Mζ = υ
a
, we have by (5.17) and (5.26),
(6.13) ψ
β
(/+l, n) = nv
Λ
(l*-F*(l+l:e
n
(λ)))
+ Σϊnv
a
(M*
β
-M«
β
{F(l:e
n
(X)))) (le-
Ψ-(/,»)
- Σ nvi(qlk-qJU(F(l:en{\)))){ί-F'(l:en(λ)))(ί-F>'(l:ex(\)))
i j k C
+ Σnv
a
(Mt-M*
β
(F(l:e
n
(λ)))) (^-
β<a
We shall show that there exists c > 0 and 0 < p < l such that
(6.14) IΨ-(M-1, n)-ψ
a
(l, n)| ^(n-'
By Lemma 5.2, the second part on the last side of (6.13) is 0{n~λ). Next con-
sider the third part. If β<a and pβ=l, then v(β,ά)^2. By Lemma 5.3 (i)
we have lβ—Fβ(l:e
n
(\))^cn~2lβ. If β<a and p
β
<l, then v(β,a)^l. By
Lemma 5.3 (ii) we have lβ—Fβ{l .e
n
(h))-^c{n'2-\-n~ιpι)lβ. From these estimates,
(6.14) is valid.
Set
(«) frMAn) f o r f =
(6.15) ψ:(t)
for A Γ ^ ί ^
Then, on compact subsets of (0, °o), {-ψ-(
β
"\t)}
 B a i is uniformly bounded by Lemma
5.2 and equicontinuous by (6.14). Therefore we can use the compactness argu-
ment. Let { ψ βy)} be any convergent subsequence and set
(6.16) * .( ί) = Km ψ(;/>(<), f > 0 .
j—»oo
We shall show that ψ
Λ
(t) is the solution of (2.10). This, combined with Lemma
6.1, proves (2.9).
Set
aw..) - {;»•«» ;ff ^ J
(6.18) q>(I,n)
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0
(. Σ (qAk-q
J,k<=C
a
and
Let M<0 ^=(Mβy)βia^a. Then, by (5.17) and (5.26),
)-β(/, n).
Therefore
(6.20)
= ( *Π 1{M<*a*-B(l,»))) (l^i-β.(λ))
- * Σ J ( " Π (MV °i-M(m, n)))q(l, n).
1=0
 m
=l+l
By (6.17) and (6.18) we obtain
(6.21) nv
a
(l"-F"([nt]:e
n
(\)))
[nf]-l _ [nt]-l
= Σ«»«( Π (M<-° *i-M(l,
 β
)))-(r_
β
j(λ))_ Σ nv
a
q°(l,n).
1=0 1=0
In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we can see that lim Σ
χ-*oo /=0
= 0 for any y^a with p
γ
= l and lim max m'j(F(l:eB(λ)))=0 for any i,j^
n-^oo 0^/<j[«ί]
U Cy. Therefore we can apply Lemma 4.4 to each term of the first part on the
right side of (6.21) to obtain;[]
(6.22) lim J}nv
a
( Π (M^-M(l, n)))*(V-el(\))
n-*oo γ ^ a 1 = 0
= lim Σ nvJ[ntγ« °>-χM*ΐ+o(l))n-^-*\X'+o(l))
Since
Σ nv
a
q*(l,n)=\ Σ «
ί
(?/*
/ 0 Jo J * C
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we have by Lemma 6.1 and (6.16),
(6.23) \imJlnjvΛq«(lynj)=^ Σ viq/,kuJukψa(s)2ώy-*oo /=o JoijfkC
= J5
Λ
 ί
Jo
Therefore ψ
 Λ
(ί) is the solution of
(6.24) ψ
Λ
(t) =
ψ4)
Jo
This is equivalent to (2.10) and we have completed the proof of the first part
of Theorem 2.1. The second half of Theorem 2.1 is obvious from Lemma 5.1
(ii).
7. Proof of Theorem 2.2
The following lemma is well known (see [3]).
Lemma 7.1. Let C
Λ
 be a critical class. Then
(7.1) lim n(l-P
e
i[(Zj(n))jec
a
 = 0]) = (fi
e
)"V, ι€=C« .
We next give a lemma from the general theory of Laplace transform.
Lemma 7.2 (T. Watanabe). Let {X{n)} be a sequence of random vectors
taking values in Rd+ and {a(n)} a sequence of positive numbers increasing to infinity.
Assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) There exists
d
(7.2) ψ(λ) = lim a(n) (1 - £ [ e x p ( -
where ψfi) is the logarithmic Laplace transform of a random vector X on
(b) For an integer c such that l^c<dit holds that
(7.3) lim a(n) (1-P[(X, (/*))C + 1^ = 0]) = *(0, , 0, oo, . . , oo),
W->oo
where -^(λ1, , λc, oo, . . , oo)=
Then we can conclude that
(7.4) lim a(ή) (1 - £ [ e x p ( - Σ λ%(n)) (Xi(n))
c+1^d = 0])
—— \jf I /V y y /V y v^ s^ y y ^*J J y
(7.5) lim a(ή)E[ί - exp ( - Σ λ % ( » ) ) (^<("))e+i£<» = °]
= 'ψ
l(λ1> * #> λ*C, oo, * , °°) — ^ ( 0 , *,0, °°, ••, ° ° ) .
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Proof. First we remark the following fact; if lim X{n)=X in distribution
and lim P[X(ή)^A]=P[X^A] for a closed set A, then for any bounded con-
tt->oo
tinuous function f(x) on R% we have lim E[f(X(ή)); X(n)<=A]=E[f(X);
Let {X(k)(n)} i^k^iaiώi be the independent copies of X(n) and set Y(ή)=
[«00]
Σ Xik\n). Then by assumption (b),
ψ(0, . . , 0, oo, . . , oo) = - l im
= - l im log P[(y,(«))
c + 1 S l S l / = 0] .
By assumption (a), we have lim Y(n)=X in distribution. Therefore by the first
n->oo
remark we have
1
, - , λ
c
, o o , - . , o o )
= - l im log £[exp(- Σ X'Yfr)); (Yi(n))
c+1^d = 0]
= - l im log £[exp(- Σ λ%(«)); (X, («))C+1S,.S<( = OJ ™
W ί l
= lim α(«) ( l - £ [ e x p ( - Σ λ '^(n)); (X.WUis.s. = 0]),
W-*oo | = 1
which proves (7.4). (7.5) follows from (7.3) and (7.4).
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let i<==C
a
 and t >0. Then by Theorem 2.1,
(7.6) lim w ( l - ^ [ e x p ( - Σ Σ /Γ v^"VZ y(K]))]) = ψβ(ί, \y*.
β ^ j C«->oo β
It follows from Lemma 7.1 that
(7.7)
But -ψ>
Λ
(ί, (0 ( 0 Λ ), λ")) is the solution of
j-ψ
a
(t, (0<° "
at
Hence
(7.8) ψ
= lim
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Therefore by Lemma 7.2,
(7.9) l im«(l-fl.«[«p(-Σ Σ rΓ^VZ&nt])); (Zj([nt]))jeCa = 0])
j 3 < j C
This proves (2.11) and (2.13). (2.12) and (2.16) follows from Lemma 7.2, (7.8)
and (7.9). (2.15) is obvious from (2.9) and (2.12).
Next we shall prove (2.14). By (2.16) we have
(7.10)
By (2.10) we get
4 (ΛM* λ)) B(tψ(t λ))2 *>  = -B
a
(t
a
, λ))2+2tψ
a
(t, λ)
at
i.e.,
t-tφ
ΰύ
(t,λ)= —B
Λ Jo
+ \[
v
 ΣI^2.gα..yλV
(β
 '
Therefore
(7.11) t tψ™(t> X) = — 5
Λ
\ (sψ#(s, \))2ds-\-2\ sψζ(i
Jo Jo
+ 1 ^Γ^ V 1 _ N ί V(β,
Jo v(β a*)>2 ie^Ca
Substituting (7.10) in (7.11) and differentiating with respect to ί, we obtain (2.14).
The proof of (2.17) is also easy. First equality is obvious from (2.16). By
(2.10) and (2.14) we have
4 it(Ψ»(t, \)-VJ(t, λ))} = (ψ
a
(t, \)+V«(t, λ)) {l-tB
a
(ψ
a
(t, X)-vJ[t, λ))} .
at
Second equality follows from this.
Finally the last statement of Theorem 2.2 is a consequence of Lemma 5.1,
for lim Pei[(Zj([nί\))jecΛ==0]==l by (7.1) and the left hand side of (2.12) equals
lim nE
e
<[ί-exp(- Σ Σ n-^'"^Zj([nt])) \ (Zy([«ί]))yβc<. = 0 ] .
j 9 < j C
8. Proof of Theorem 2.3
We first prepare an expansion formula on generating function at the final
class.
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Let CN be a final class. Then the generating functions F
i(s)yi^CNi have
the form
(8.1) **(•)=
J
The function &}(s(0>iV)) can be written as
(8.2) k j(sv »>)
where the summation is taken over all X(OtN)=((Xk)kecΛ)cKN> such that xk^Z+. It
is easy to see that
(8.3) PK*(O.N)) = p\x(o.Nh Λ )
= P
e
i[Zi0N){l) = x(OtNh ZN{ί) = (eθ^].
If we define
(8.4) K%(sV>-»)) = (kij
then we have
(8.5) FN(s) = K%(
Noting that
(8.6) K%(1Q N>)
we expand k)(s< ° N>) at 1 ( O ' W ) as follows,
(8.7) mί-k'jφw) = Σ Σ l/Λs(0 N)) (1 -**),», /eCN ,
KNkC
where
(8.8) Z; U(s ( 0 w ) )
= Σ ρKx(oN))
χco,m '
By (8.3),
(8.9) Σ lMlφ N)) = ml.
jtΞC
Setting
we have
(8.11) F » = (MJf- Σ i/<.(*(OlJV) i g - O K
α<iV
By induction,
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(8.12) F"(n:β) = (*Π (Mjf- Σ LNNa(F^N>(
By (8.9),
(8.13) L^l<*">;ιθl* = ( Σ Σ
jeCjrlHZCa
= ( Σ »iw*W, = M > .
Set
(8.14) β,(λ)
Then by (8.12) we have
(8.15) (^.[exp(-Σ Σ «-
a=lj<=C
a
= F*([«f] :*„(*))
[«ί]-l
= ( Π (M#- Σ LNNa(FW(k: en(\)); 1«-
Therefore to prove Theorem 2.3, it will be necessary to estimate
(8.16) l - F (Λ: β.(λ)) = ( l - ^ [ e x p ( - Σ Σ ^
^jC
for every a<N.
In the following lemma, 2#e do not assume that C^ is a final class.
Lemma 8.1. Suppose that t
(i) Ifp
Λ
=l,then
(8.17) limrc(l-£4exp(- Σ Σ n
^ j E C
where tya is the solution of (2.24).
(ii) Ifp
a
<l,then
(8.18) limn(l-^[exp(-Σ Σ n
Σ
Proof. First we shall show (i). Choose any convergent sequence {\
n
}
in R%. By Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 5.1, we have
(8.19) limrc(l-£4exp(-Σ Σ
lim λ>'.
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Take λί=w v^Λ)- vw+ v(Λ>-V,iGC y, 7^ct. Then by (5.10) we have
(V if P(7, a)+v(a) = v(Ύ)+l,
lim λί = , _
if *>(7, α)+^(α) < vi
From (2.10), ψ«(t, lim λ
Λ
)=^
Λ
(ί ,λ).
n-+oo
Next we shall show (ii) by induction. The induction hypothesis is this; for
any β<a with pβ<l,
(8.20) limrc(l-£
e
.[exp(-Σ Σ n
Σ Σ m*yfY(ί,λ), t>o, i
C
We first prove the following relation; if β<a and i
(8.21) limn(l-^[exp(-Σ Σ n-
if Pβ = 1 and z/(/3) = K
λ) if P(β) = v{μ),
0 otherwise.
The first two cases on the right hand side of (8.21) are immediate from (8.17)
and the induction hypothesis (8.20). In the other cases (pβ=lyp(β)^v(a)-{-2
or pβ<l,v(β)^v(a)+l) it follows from (5.10) and (5.11) that
(8.22) p(y, β)+i-y(Ύ)+p(a)£0.
By substituting β,v=2 and
 w
v
^β)+1-vW+v(Λ) \ for ayv and λ in Lemma 5.2, we
have
l-2?
e
. [exp(- Σ Σ «- ϊ ( 8 ) + V ( 0VZ, ([«ί]))] = 0 ( 0 ,
d £ β j C
which proves the last part on the right side of (8.21).
Set eB(\)=((exp(-n-vm+v(e)xO),ecY)v^<.. For every f e C f , β^a, we have
(8.23) ^ . [ e x p ( - Σ Σ n-V(Y)+V(< VZ,(*))] - F'(k:
Substituting s=eM(λ), n=[nt] and /=0 in (5.23), we have
(8.24) 1«-F«([nt]:e
n
(λ)) = (ίnίl \M«
a
-M«
Λ
{F(k:
: ejλ))))) (M*
β
-M°
β
(F(k:
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By using (8.21) we can complete the proof of (8.18) as follows;
(8.25) lim n(l*-F»([nt]: e
n
(λ)))
= Σ {I~M:Y'MI Σ
J3<a Kr) K
= Σ ψβ(t,\)(
= Σ
where the last equality is due to (3.13).
To complete the induction argument we have to show that (8.18) is valid for
each minima] element a in {α;p
Λ
<l}. It is easy to see that, if a is minimal
in the whole set {1,2, « ,iV}, both sides of (8.18) are zero. Unless a is minimal
in the whole set, the argument in the preceding paragraph is still valid. (In
this case, there is no β such that β<a with pβ<l, so that there does not occur
the second case in the right hand side of (8.21).)
Proof of Theorem 2.3. First note that uN=lN, since M" is a probability
matrix. Let e
n
(λ) be the vector defined in (8.14). Set
(8.26) X>={^'
[0 ίf eCα,, v(a)= 1.
We shall apply Lemma 4.3 to the right side of (8.15). To this end let us define
\vNLla{F^N\k: β.(λ)) 1*-F*{k: en{X)))lN if v{ά) ^ 2,
); 1*-F*(k: e
β
(K)))lN if v(a) = 1 .
We investigate the asymptotic behavior of these values. Recalling (8.16)
and substituting z>=0, a=N and β=a in Lemma 5.3, we get
(8.28) 1«-F«(k: <?
for v(a)^3 oi v{a) = 2, p«<\ .
Then by the definition (8.10) of L/*, it follows that
(8.29) lim Σ mζ(kfn) = 0 if v(a)^3 or v(μ) = 2, pΛ<\ .
By Lemma 5.3 (i) we have
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(8.30) 1*-F*(k:e
Λ
(\))^cn'\ 0^k^[nt]y for v{a) = 2, pβ = 1 .
Therefore by Lemma 8.1 (i),
M - l
(8.31) lim Σ
Λ
(s, λ)ds9 f o r v{ά) = 2 , P a = l y
where the last equality follows from (8.13). By (8.28) and (8.30) it follows that
(8.32) lim max mN
a
(ky n) = 0 for v(a)^2.
A slightly careful examination of the proof of Lemma 5.3 tells us that
(8.33) 1*-F"(k: e
u
(K))£cn-\ O^A^fnί], for v{ά) = 1, p
Λ
<\ .
(Note that (8.33) is not valid for 1*—F*(k: e
n
(λ)).) By Lemma 8.1 (ii) we have
(8.34) lim n{l«-F«{[ni\: e
n
(%))) = lim n(l«-F»([nt]: e
n
(\)))
Σ ^β(ί,λ)M*?Mβ ίoτ v(a) = 1, p
Λ
<l .
K ) i
Therefore
(8.35) lim Σ nζ{kyn)
k 0
Σ
s9 \)ds for K«) =
Set
MVι\hn)=
Σ(8.36)
By those results obtained previously we have
(8.37) lim max vNM^\ky ή)lN = 0,
and
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(8.38) lim Σ vNMV1\k,ή)lN
»-»oo k = 0
% -l
+ Σ Σ vNM
N
a
M*aA'ψ
β
(s, K)ds
v(a)=l pβ=l
= Σ vNM*y \fa(s,λ)ds,
v(cc)=2 Jo
where the last equality follows from (3.12).
We next discuss MV2\Kn). Let a<Ny v(a)=l and ί e C Λ . It then
follows that
(8.39) FϊkieJfifr-FXkieJM)
Σ w~
v
^
+1X ;Z^ f^ )) exp( Σ Σ W"
. [i-eχp(- Σ Σ \'Zj
β^ yC
(8.40) lim
= l - £ 4 e x p ( - Σ Σ λ%(A))] = \-F\k: e(λ)),
where β(λ)= lim e
n
(K) i.e.,
M->oo
λ
1
') for ieC
βy p(β) = 1 .
Set M^2\k) = Σ L£
a
(F«> Nχk: e(λ)); la-Fa(k: e(λ))). It is obvious from
v(α)=l
(8.39) and (8.40) that
(8.42) MV2\k, n)^MV2\k) and lim M# (2)(A, n) = MV2)(k).
Moreover, each component of M#'(2)(&) is bounded by cpk by (8.39). Hence
(8.43) Σ M #
On the other hand
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(8.44) MV2\k) = Σ LNNa(F^N\
where the first equality follows from F"(k: e(λ))=l<* whenever v(a)H^2 and the
second equality follows from (8.7).
By (8.38), (8.39), (8.43) and (8.44) we can apply Lemma 4.3 to (8.15) to ob-
tain
(8.45) UmFN([nt]:e
n
(λ))
= exp(-
= ( Π G
ι
4t9λ))βξ(k)9
v(ά)=2
where
(8.46) Gξ(X) = lim ( Π K%(F<W(k: e(λ))))eN(\).
^ 0Since M% is a probability matrix, the component of GfM ^s identical. Let G2(λ)
be the common component function of G$(λ). The formula (8.45) proves (2.18)
to (2.23). By (2.18) and (2.19) we have
(8.47) lim£
β
* [exp(- Σ Σ λ%(n))] = G2(λ), i
( β ) l j C
so that Gf2(λ)=Gf2((λ;')J eβ(2)) is the Laplace transform of a probability measure
on Z+2. Infinite divisibility of G l fβ(ί,λ) is a consequence of Theorem 2.1. Thus
we have completed the proof of Theorem 2.3.
9. Proof of Theorem 2.4 and 2.5
We first prove Theorem 2.4. For each i^CN we have
(9.1) Z?4exp ( - Σ Σ n-^X%(n)) | (Z,(n)) / β c, Φθ]
Σ Σ ^ "
Σ n
C
Since C^ is critical, w X the denominator in (9.1) converges to (5^)"" V by Lemma
7.1 and nX the numerator converges to ( ^ ( 1 , \ ) — ψ #(l,λ))tt' by Theorem 2.1
and 2.2. Infinite divisibility of H(\) is obvious from (2.17).
We next prove Theorem 2.5. As in (9.1) we have
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(9.2) E
e
.[exp(- Σ Σ ιΓv«λ'Z,(ιi)) I ( ( Z » ) ; e c J * ^ φθ]
α l ; G C
- Σ Σ fΓ
liC
- Σ Σ n
a=lj(=C
Λ
We have already proved that
(9.3) limn(l-E
e
i[exp(-Σl .Σ.»
s) tit jii γ7ϊ(l, λ ) ,
in Lemma 8.1 (ii) and that
(9.4) lim fo(l, (0<° ^ , λ")) = lim ψ
β
(l, (0<° «, λ*5)) = W 1
j<=Cβ j<ECβ
for
 P β = 1, K/3) = 1 ,
in (7.8). Therefore, if we prove
(9.5) lim n(l-P^[((Z y (ιι)) y e c - ) β 6 Λ l = 0]) = Σ Σ
( y ? ) l C
we can use Lemma 7.2 to obtain
(9.6) lim n(ί-E
e
i[exp(- Σ Σ n - v ^ λ % (/z)); ((Z y (n)) i e C e ) e e i l l = 0])
= Σ
P β = l
which, together with (9.3) and (9.5), completes the proof of Theorem 2.5.
Lemma 9.1. The relation (9.5) is valid.
The proof is quite similar to the proof of Lemma 8.1 (ii) and even simpler.
We make the induction hypothesis as follows; for any β<N such that pβ<l,
(9.7) Urn Λ(1 - P . i K ί Z y ί Λ ) ) ^ ) , ^ ^ = 0])
= Σ
Then the following relation is valid; if β<N and i
(9.8) lim n(l~-PMZj(n))jGC8)^^Al = 0])
n^>oo
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0 i
If pβ=l and β^Aly there is no δ such that δ</3, δ G i 1 ( Hence the first case
on the right hand side of (9.8) is valid by Lemma 7.1. The second equality is
(9.7) itself. The third case is also obvious, since there is no δ^/?, S^AX if i
A
x
. Let ^(λ)=(exp(—λ1'))!^,-^^ and define λ0 by
(9.9) U \
' lO
Then for any β^LN we have
(9.10) P
e
 [((^ (M)), e C δ)a^. s^ 1=O]=ί"(«: e(λ o)) for*<=C,.
The rest of the proof is the same as in Lemma 8.1 (ii), so it is omitted.
REMARK. TO complete the induction in the above proof we need the fact
that
(9.11) lim n(ί-P
ei[(Zj(n))jGC<A = 0]) = 0, ί e C * , if p*<l ,
which is immediate from Lemma 3.1.
10. More on conditioning
In this section we shall extend Theorem 2.4 and 2.5 in the present paper
and Theorem 5.1 in [5] by the method of Ogura [5].
For each ^ ^ 1 , let
(10.1) vk{μ) = max {v(a)-k+l, 1} ,
(10.2) Ak={a; v(a)^k-l or v(a) = A, pβ = 1} .
Theorem 10.1. Let \^k^ max via). Assume that the set Ak has no final
class. Cβ9i&CΛ, are the constants defined by (2.8).
(i) Let CN be a critical class. Then for each i e CN there exists
(10.3) lim E
e
i[txp ( - Σ Σ ιΓv*(-VZ,(n)) | ((Zj(n))JeCΛ)ΛeAk Φθ]
l j&CΣ
the limit is independent of i. /(λ) is the Laplace transform of a probability measure
on R% and is represented as follows•;
(10.4) J(λ) = (^)"W(λ)
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Here bk
a
,ψ
k
a
 andψ*00 for v(μ)ίίk with p
Λ
= l are determinedby the same recurrence
formula with respect to the partial order < as follows if v{μ)—k and ρ
Λ
=l, then
(10.5) bk
Λ
 = (B
a
)-\ ψk
a
(λ) = ψ
Λ
(l, λ) and ψk«~(λ) = ^ ( 1 , λ ) ,
and if v(a) < k and p
a
= 1, then
(bk
a
 = R
a
(bk
β
;β<a),
(10.6)
Λ
(^β; β<a) is defined by
(10.7) R
a
(x
β
; β<a) = ((B.)"1 Σ Σ v
(ii) Let CN be a subcritical class. Then, for each i^CN, there exists
(10.8) lim £4exp ( - Σ Σ n-'^VZ^n)) \ ((Zj(n))JeCm).eAk Φθ]
= /, (λ)
Ii(λ) is the Laplace transform of a probability measure on R% and is represented as
follows \
(10.9) /,(*) = ( Σ c'X)-1 Σ ei(Ψi-(λ)-
() l () l
Note that /(λ) and Jt (λ) depend only on (λ ' /eC*, K α ) = * ) T h e c a s e
of Λ=l is nothing but Theorem 2.4 and 2.5. The case of k= max z>(α) was
shown in Theorem 5.1 of [5], although Ogura [5] uses more complicated recur-
rence formulas than ours. The simplification of recurrence formulas is due to
the recurrence formula (3.13) for m*} (see the proof of Lemma 10.1).
Actually we can prove a little more than Theorem 10.1. Let a^Ak and
As in section 9 we have
(10.10) £
e
. [exp ( - Σ Σ n-v*«λ'Z,(n)) | ( ( Z » ) ,
e C v ) V S β ΦO]
ά j C Tex t
(- Σ Σ n-
jC
= 0])-(l-£
e
. [exp(- Σ Σ n
< j C
The following three lemmas enable us to find the limit of (10.10). Taking a=
N we obtain (10.3) and (10.8). The first two lemmas are esesntially due to
Ogura [5]. Set
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(lo.ii)
Note that μk
Lemma 10.1. (i) If C« is a critical class and a^Ak) then
(10.12) lmnμ*W(l-£,*[exp(-Σ Σ fΓ
^ jC
(ii) If C
a
 is a subcritical class and a^Ak, then
(10.13) limn'VΛ>(l-.E
ί
.-[exp(-Σ Σ ίΓ
Lemma 10.2. (i) If C
a
 is a critical class and a^Ak, then
(10.14) lim π (V ->(l-P.'[((Z/n))y β O y)«β = 0]) = 6*M', ί e C * .
(ii) 7/" Co, w α subcritical class and a^Akί then
(10.15) lim ι i^-)( l-P
e ί
[((Zχ«)) y e C 7 )^ = 0])
^
e 4
pβ=l
Lemma 10.3. (i) If C
Λ
 is a critical class and a^Aky then
(10.16) l i m n W ( l - £ 4 e x p ( - Σ Σ Λ"v*wλ^Zy(ff));((Zy(«))ieOy>y^ = 0])
(ii) 7/" COJ £y α subcritical class and a^Ak) then
(10.17) l i m n μ ^ ( l - ^ [ e x p ( - Σ Σ n-^\jZj(ή));((Zj(n))^Cy)y^ = 0])
= Σ
Lemma 10.3 is a consequence of Lemma 10.1 and 10.2, if Lemma 7.2. is
applicable to this case. Since ^ ( λ ) depends only on (λβ)
v
o)^, write ψk
a
(K)=
i/r*(X7 for v(y)>kyλβ for v(β)=k). It is enough to show that
(10.18) lim ψk
Λ
(0y for v(j)>k, λβ for v(β) = k) = bk
Λ
.
j<=C
β
,v(β)=k
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This is true by (7.8) if v{a)—k and by the recurrence formula (10.6) if v(a)<k.
The proof of Lemma 10.1 is the same as that of Ogura [5] except the proof
of the following relation
(10.19) lim ( l - £
e
. [exp(- Σ Σ /ΓV*°VZ»)]) = 0 ,
^jC
which we need in the course of the proof. Ogura [5] used his Lemma 4.7 to
show (10.19). But the lemma does not apply to our case, for we allow the
existence of final classes in {1,2, « ,iV} — Ak. Although our substantial task is
to prove (10.19) and our recurrence formula (10.6), we will outline the whole
proof.
Proof of Lemma 10.1. By Lemma 5.1 (iii) we have only to consider the
case when λ '>0,1 ^j^d. The relation (10.12) for v(a)=k and (10.13) for v(a)
=k—1 have been already shown in Lemma 8.1. For general a£ΞAk, we use in-
duction with respect to the partial order < .
First we shall show (10.13). Let a with p
Λ
< l and v(a)=l(^k—2) be fixed.
Assume that (10.12) is valid for any a'<a such that p
a
'=l,a'<^Ak< and (10.13)
is valid for any a'<a such that p
Λ
' < l , a'^Ak. It is easy to see that, for any
β<a and
(10.20) lim 7 * ^ ( 1 - £ V [ e x p ( - Σ Σ n'^^X%(n))])
<β j<=Cy
if
 Pβ = 1 and v(β) = v(a)+l ,
.0 otherwise.
Set
(10.21) e
n
(λ) = ((exp (-/Γ v* ( 7 )λ')) y e C γ) γ^ .
Then, for any i^Cβ,β<La, we have
Then we can show (10.13) by the same method as in the proof of Lemma 8.1 (ii),
so the proof is omitted.
It remains to show (10.12). Let a with ρ
a
=l and v(ά)=l(^k— 1) be fixed.
Assume that (10.12) is valid for any a'<a such that p<*'=l, a'^Ak and (10.13)
is valid for any a'<a such that ρ
a
'<l9a'^Ak. It then follows that, for any
β<a and ί'
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(10.23) l im« 2 ( t *«(l-£
 e
. [ e x p ( - Σ Σ «" v* ( 8 )λ^ (w))])
n—°° δ^/S/eCδ
£ if p
β
= I and v(β) = v(a)+l ,
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0 otherwise.
Set s=F(n: e
n
(λ)) in (5.17). Since ΌJMZ=Ό
Λ
 we have by (5.26),
(10.24) ΌJ(1*
+ Σ v
Λ
(Mβ—Mβ(F(n: e
n
If we set
α
κ
 = υ
α
{l«-F*{n:e
n
{X))),
K = {α
Λ
y2 Σ vi(q/.k-qUP(n:
(10.25)
= Σ vJM»
β
-M"
β
(F(n: β,
9<
then by (10.24) we
(10.26)
Let / i=2
1
'(">-*+ 1^l
relations
(10.27)
(10.28)
(10.29)
(10.30)
By (10.27), (10.28)
(10.31)
get
. T h e n |
lim
lim
lim
-a.
a« =
n
μ
c.
b.=
and (10.29)
lim nμl2a.
we
,= ~bj[a
u
γ+c
n
.
n(α) by (10.11). We shall prove the f
= 0,
= B
a
>0,
-F"(n: β,(λ))) = ua .
can apply Lemma 4.6 of [5] to obtain
{B-1'B
a
ψ
k
a
(λf)1'2 = ψk
a
(λ).
This, combined with (10.30), proves (10.12).
It remains to prove relations (10.27) to (10.30). First of all, by (5.31) of
[5]j there exists some r > 0 such that
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(10.32) F'(n+U e
β + 1 (λ))- ί " («+l : e.(λ))^αΓ 1(l-.F 1 ' (»+l: en+1(K)), i<=Ca .
We shall prove (10.27) (which is equivalent to (10.19)). Set a= lim a
n
Then we can choose a subsequence {«,-} so that
(10.33) lim a
n
. = a ,
and there exists
(10.34) βfo = lim (l'-F\nj-k: «.,-*(*))),
/-.oo
for every k^0. Substituting s=F(itj— 1: β«y_i(λ)) in (5.17), we have
(10.35) l - F
= (M:-
+ Σ (M«
β
-M«
β
(F(
nj-1: e,.^)))) (V-F(nj-1: eΛ.^
β<a
By (10.23) and (10.33) we get
(io.36) efo) =
(10.37) a =
Therefore r<,M^(lβ-^1))fΓi)=0 and hence
(10.38) ΛC(l -«fi>)«δ) =
Hence
(10.39) βfoj = MXlh a =
Similarly we have
(10.40) βf,, = Mft*» a =
Repeating this argument we obtain
(io.4i) er« = (ΛWf*+i»a =
Then, by (3.3), it follows that
(10.42) 3Ί, = au*
If α>0, then l^§fi)>0. But since C
a
 is a critical class we have wί}(lΛ—ίfi))>0
for some i,j^.C
a
. This contradicts to (10.38).
Next we shall show (10.28). By (10.27) and (10.32), lim v
a
(F*(n+1: e
n
(K))
-F"(n+1: β.+1(λ)))=0. Therefore by (10.23),
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(10.43) lim nμc
n
W-»oo
= Σ vMl
Σ
β=i
Σ
where the third equality follows from (3.12) and the last equality is due to the
definition (10.6) and (10.7) for ψj(λ). Hence we have proved (10.28).
By (10.26), (10.27), (10.28) and the boundedness of {b
n
} we have lim nμa
u
=
lim nμa
n+1= Um {nμan(l—anbn)+nμcn}= lim nμaΛ+BΛψ^(X)2. This means that
lim nμa
n
=oo. Therefore by (10.23) we see that lim _Lβ-Fβ(»: g»(λ))
 = 0
V(l*F«((λ)))
for any β<a. Then, as in the latter half of the proof of Lemma 6.1, we obtain
(10.30). Therefore lim b
n
=B
a
>0 by definition of b
n
.
For the proof of Lemma 10.2 we remark that as in Lemma 9.1, for any β<L
a,
(10.44) Pe<K(Zj(n))j(Ξc8)teβ,BeAk = 0] = F\n: <λ 0 ) ) , h
where β(λ)=(exp(—X1'))^,-^ and λ0 is defined by
. [oo if i e C
γ >
Then the proof of Lemma 10.2 is the same as that of Lemma 10.1.
11. Examples
In the first three examples, the mean matrix is assumed to have the form
/ I 0 0
1 1 0 0
(11.1) M = 0 1 1
0 1 1 00 1 1 /
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Then it
(11.2)
(11.3)
(11.4)
and
(11.5)
is easy to see that
C ={*•},*
\<2<-<d
m*) = lim ιΓv« '>+1m} w =
= 1,
>
if / ^
if ί <
1
0
if i^j,
if i<j.
Let/(i) be a one-dimensional generating function such that
(11.6) / ' ( l )=l ,/ " ( l ) = 2B>0.
Recall that s,λ denotes the rf-dimensional vectors; s=(s')liiid, OίS and λ =
EXAMPLE 1. Let F\s)=f(s1), ί"(s)=ί''-1/(ί i), 2 ^ ι ^ < ί - l and Fd(s)=sd-1sd.
Then Ci(ΐ^d— 1) is a critical class and Cd is a final class. We have «,,,-=
.. -
1
 .,-,, b
u
=-J—. By Theorem 2.1, we get
(11.7) ψ,(*. λ )
and i/r^ί, λ) is the solution of
(11.8)
i - l
(0, λ) = λ' ,
fors'^rf-l.
It is easy to see that ψi=ψi. Then by Theorem 2.3 we obtain
d
(11.9) lim Z^n))] = exp(- \ ->h-i(*, λ)Λ)β"λ .
This is already given in [2] by a different formulation.
In case it is necessary to distinguish ψ
 f for various d's, we shall write ψd , ,
ί = l , 2 , .
If </=2 or 3, we can solve (11.8) explicitly for i=d— 1 if ί/=2,
λ
1
(11.10)
Ψ2,l(t, λ) =
1+ίBλ1'
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(11.11) hm
n->oo
and if d=3y
3
(11.13) lim £
e 3[exp(- Σ it'"VZ/n)
yi
Let α,^0, 1 ^ i^d—ί and λ^O. By substituting \j=(d—j—2)\
Xd-1=ad_1\ \
d
=0 in (11.8) for ί=d-\ and (11.9), we have
d-2
(11.14)
Jo
where ψd-ι(ty λ) is the solution of
(11.15)
d d~2
i
If «,=0, 1^/^rf—2, then (11.14) is the Laplace transform of a gamma distribu-
tion. If d^3 and «t > 0 for some \^i^d—2y then (11.14) is the Laplace trans-
form of an infinitely divisible distribution with a smooth density (see [10]). A
class of ordinary differential equations closely related to the infinitely divisible
distributions is given in [11],
EXAMPLE 2. Let F\s)=f(s1)y F ί(β)=j'-1/(ί ί), 2^i^d-2, and F'(«)=ί'-V,
i=d—l,d. In this case, Ci(i^d—2) is critical and Ci(i=d~ίyd) is final. By
Theorem 2.1 we have
d-1
(11.16) ψ ^ f , λ) = lim n ( l - ^ - i [ e x p ( - Σ Λ'
where ψd-ι is t n e solution of
i.e.,
Hence by Theorem 2.3,
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(11.17) lim ^ [ e x p ( - Σ3^- r fλ^(n))] =
 e
χ p ( - Σ T ^ Γ T
This is the Laplace transform of a delta measure.
EXAMPLE 3. Let F\8)=f(i)t F(β)=ί'- 1/(ί£), 2^i^d. Then all the classes
are critical. By Theorem 2.4 we have
d
(11.18) lim £>[exp(- Σπ" ' + ' -VZ») |Z,(»)Φθ]
where -ψv is the solution of
(11.19)
and
(11.20)
(
ψ7(t, λ) = lim ^ ( ί , λ ) .
This is already shown in [2] by a different formulation. If d=l or 2, then we
can solve (11.19) explicitly; if d=l,
(11.21)
(11.22)
and if d=2,
M*. λ) =
lim ^
-, ψT,i(Λ A) = — ,
!(»)ΦO] =
/λ1 VB\2cosh(VB\H)+\/~\1smh(\/B\1t)j^ 2>2(ί, A) - Y V / V /
(11.24) lim w))\Z2(ή) Φθ]
Letting Λ^2, we apply Theorem 10.1. In this case, v(a)=k is valid only
for a=d—k-\-\. Hence
Dd—k+1 = = J5 >
(11.25)
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where ψd_k+ι(t,λ) and ψ7-k+i(t,\) are given by
d d-k
N d
= A
(11.26)
ψ7-k+i{t, λ) = lim φd-k+i(tj λ ) .
Recurrence formula (10.7) is given by
(11.27)
It then follows that
d-k+l
(11.28) lim£>[exp(- Σ «
yi
.{d-k-j)\
and
d
- Σ n"
If ft=rf, then ψ1( ί,
Therefore we have
lim
W->oo
The case of d—2 is already given in [5].
We shall give an example such that CN is a final class with #CN>1.
EXAMPLE 4. Let F\έ)=f(^)9 F\s)=s1f(sz)y F 3 (s)=^-
Then the mean-matrix is
and
M =
F 4 (s)=—/(s 1 ) ί 3 +—
4 4
/I 0 0 0\
1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1
\4 4 4 4/
It is easy to see that
(11.30) d = {!}, C2 - {2}, C3 = {3,4}, P l = p2 = p3 = 1,
(11.29)
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(11.31)
(11.32)
and by Theorem 3.1,
(11.33)
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M* =
a-β+1 if a^β,
1 if a<β,
/I 0 0 0\
1 1 0 0
1 A J_ 1
3 3 3 3
1 A JL 1
\3 3 3 3/
Obviously, C^Cz are critical and C3 is final. It follows from (11.33) that α2,i=
2
£>2,i=l and c 2 = — . By Theorem 2.1 we get
(11.34) ψ2(t, λ) = lim ra(l-
«->oo
and -v/r2 is the solution of
i.e.,
(11.35) - / — •
= λ
2
,
V/JBλ
2
cosh(V'J3λ10+V λ1 sinh(\/JBλ1f)
Therefore, by Theorem 2.3, we have
(11.36) lim ^[expί-n-VZ^nJ-n-
for ί = 3,4.
Finally we shall give an example such that {CΊ, , CV} is not linearly ordered.
Then
(11.37)
EXAMPLE 5. Let F\s)=f(s1), F\8)=&, F3(s)=sιf(s3) and F4(s)=ΛV.
Ci={ι}, Pi=l,
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(11.38) 1<2<4, 1 < 3 < 4 and neither 2 < 3 nor 3<2 ,
(11.39) *(4) = 1, P(3) = v(2) = 2, *(1) = 3.
In this case, C
x
 and C3 are critical and C2 and C4 are final. By Theorem 2.1
we have
(11.40) limn(l-J
= ψi(t,X),i=2,3,
where ψ2 and ψ 3 are the solutions of
(11.41) j-ψ2(t, λ) = λ1, ψ2{0, λ) = λ 2,
at
(11.42) ^-ψ3(t, λ) = -Bψ3(t, λ) 2 +λ\ ψ*(0, λ) = λ 3,
at
i.e.,
/λ 1
Therefore, by Theorem 2.3, we obtain
lim
v
/gλ3cosh(V'gλ1f)+yVsinh(v/gλif)
V3( λ)ώ)exp(-λ4)o
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